
  

  
Abstract—Existence of cavities and weak zones on chalky 

limestone and gypsum was explored in an underneath break 
pressure tanks by using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 
method even the geotechnical method was used. Therefore, 
three different frequencies range of ground penetrating radar 
were used in order to cover different depths under the tanks 
foundation. The GPR survey pinpointed the positions of many 
anomalies which exist underneath tank (Ι). The anomalies can 
be a cavity or a type of formation of high reflection of signal 
indicating unfastened type of formation which may turn to a 
cavity at any time. However, the geotechnical result which 
represented in drillings at selected locations confirmed the 
existence of these cavities nearby or extending underneath tank 
(Ι) at the depths of 1 m to 5.0 m. 
 

Index Terms—Ground penetrating radar, break pressure 
tanks, cavities, an-nuwfaliyah. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Cavities and voids detection is one of primary objectives 

of geophysical investigations in the shallow subsurface 
profiles. Commonly applied geophysical techniques for this 
purpose include gravity method, electrical resistivity imaging, 
seismic refraction and ground penetrating radar (GPR), 
[1]-[5]. GPR has become in the last 20 years the most 
important method for investigations of shallow depth, 
because different conditions for its successful application are 
usually in shallow subsurface profiles. Some applications are 
related to shallow depth penetration which rarely exceeds 
1–10 m using GPR systems with high frequency antennas, 
usually between 200 MHz and 900 MHz [6]-[8]. 

 

II. SITE DESCRIPTION AND FIELD WORK 
At An-Nuwfaliyah region, Libya, The GPR techniques 

have been used to detecting cavities and weak zones 
underneath the break pressure tanks (tank Ι & tank ΙΙ) as 
shown in Fig. 1. Both tanks are placed on a relatively high 
ground and cover an area of approximately 8000 m2. The 
investigation area is covered by tertiary age of Al-Kums 
formation composed of marly and chalky limestone and 
gypsum. This is over lied by quaternary age of Holocene, 
composed mainly of recent wadi deposits, proflovial and 
flovio eolian deposits mostly consists of silt, fine sand and 
gravel, [9].  

Therefore, the total capacity of the two tanks is 33,000 m3. 
Each tank consists of two-cell (A & B) with rectangular 
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shape provided with its own inlet, outlet, overflow, washout 
and leakage inspection systems. The plan dimensions of the 
tank (from outside of walls) are 52.85×56.8 m with clear 
inside height of 6.8 m. The floor of each cell is composed of 
three 15×15 m panels, 300-mm thick. Each panel 
accommodates nine 400×400 mm columns whose bases are 
thickened parts of the tank floor 2×2 m and 400 mm-thick 
[10]. 

Both tanks were created in 1996 to reducing the water 
pressure which coming through the pipes network of the 
Man-made river project, and in turn distribute the water to 
177 farms of An-Nuwfaliyah agriculture project, [10]. Since 
2008, one of the break pressure tanks exhibited a problem of 
foundation damage due to the development of cavity 
underneath. The Great Man-made River Utilization 
Authority (GMMRUA) being the owner requested an 
investigation of the problem. As a result this study aims to 
investigate the nature and possible cause of cavity that 
developed underneath tanks foundation. Also aims to sizing 
up of cavities and their spread over. These are done by field 
observation and measurement adopting suitable engineering 
and geophysical techniques. 

 
Fig. 1. Location map and Site satellite image of the study area. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY  
The purpose of geotechnical investigation is to obtain 

knowledge of the type of formation below tanks foundation. 
Based on site visits and visual inspection of the tanks 
foundation system no sign of bearing capacity failure or 
excessive settlement is likely to exist. The problem was 
apparently limited to the observed cavity. Furthermore the 
structural damage is also limited to cavity area. Therefore the 
geotechnical investigation program did not include any 
exploration work inside the tanks in order to avoid 
destruction of the structure system. 

The program was only limited to drilling of boreholes 
around the tanks. The use of test pits was excluded to avoid 
causing any instability of the structure and connected 
services. The exposed profile near the overflow pipe was 
very helpful in understanding the typical formation of the 
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area. 
Five boreholes of 10m depth were drilled at positions 

around the tanks. It aimed at exploring the subsurface 
condition and obtain knowledge of the ground formation that 
exists under the tanks. Fig. 2 shows the layout of the tanks 
and the position of drilled boreholes. There were some 
difficulties to drill boreholes closer to the tank because of the 
existence of chambers or having no access for the drilling rig. 
Therefore, rotary drilling machine type Acker soil-max was 
used for borehole drilling, Samples recovered during drilling 
for laboratory testing and rock cores were also taken. Both 
core recovery and quality designation were recorded. Field 
work was conducted according to BS 5930, [11]. 

GPR methods measure the travel time of an 

electromagnetic wave transmitted from a transmitter antenna, 
reflected from the subsurface, and received via receiver 
antenna. The principles of the GPR method have been 
described extensively in the literature (e.g. [1], [6]. It survey 
is a useful method for shallow engineering investigations, 
[12]-[15]. The most important advantage of ground 
penetrating radar survey technique is that no physical contact 
between the transmitter and receiver antenna and the subsoil 
is necessary. The GPR measurements have been conducted 
inside and outside the both tanks in order to delimitate 
eventual cavities. Inside tanks only one direction, noted as X 
axis have been conducted, (Fig. 3). Profiles have been mainly 
done with a 400 MHz antenna, but verification tests have 
been done with 200 MHz and 900 MHz). 

TABLE I: SUMMARY OF THE SOIL PROPERTIES 

S. 
No. 

B.H 
No. 

Sample D 
(m) 

Gravel 
C.% 

Sand 
C. % 

Fines 
C.% 

Liquid 
L%  

Plastic 
L% 

Moisture 
C.% 

Specific 
Gravity 

Soil Classf. 
USCS 

1 1 0.0-1.0 44.47 35.9 19.63 25.1 19.7 14.94 2.76 GC-GM 
2 1 1.0-2.0 8.02 58.93 33.06 67.47 35.25 15.16 2.63 SC-SM 
3 1 5.0-6.0 24.5 32.36 43.15 73.51 487.22 18.1 2.67 SM 
4 2 0.0-1.0 28.71 34.9 36.39 32.65 31.87 2.83 2.59 SM 
5 2 1.0-2.0 34.19 43.79 22.02 N.P N.P 11.33 2.67 SM 
6 2 3.0-4.0 34.49 29.78 35.73 86.27 45.57 62.17 2.48 GM 
7 3 1.0-2.0 54.83 31.81 13.37 N.P N.P 15.7 2.69 GM 
8 3 2.0-3.0 30.79 37.56 31.66 N.P N.P 4.67 2.7 S.M 
9 3 4.0-5.0 15.66 31.41 52.93 56.4 37.1 34.38 2.75 MH 
10 4 1.0-2.0 7.53 34.41 58.06 29.59 16.65 9.31 2.65 CL 
11 5 0.0-1.0 42.55 39.19 18.26 N.P N.P 10.13 2.65 GM 
12 5 2.0-3.0 7.07 60.51 32.42 47.4 17.48 17.48 2.69 SC 
13 5 4.0-5.0 30.04 24.33 45.63 143.37 60.73 23.02 2.62 MG 

 
TABLE II: THE RESULT OF THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SOIL SAMPLES 

Sample 
 

Depth 
(m) 

Silicon 
Dioxide 

+ 
Insoluble 
Matter %

Sulfur 
Trioxide 
So4 % 

Sulphates 
SO4% 

Calcium 
Oxide 
CaO %

Iron + 
Aluminium 

Oxide % 

B.H. 1 4.5-5.0 14.81 4.88 5.856 29.3 1.86 
B.H. 2 2.0-3.0 6.39 1.26 1.512 30.44 1.98 
B.H. 3 3.0-4.0 3.46 1.73 2.616 38.2 0.72 
B.H. 4 3.0-4.0 6.09 4.36 5.232 48.72 0.8 

 

 
Fig. 2. Tanks layout, borehole position and GPR surveying, outside and 

inside both tanks. 
 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
GPR measurement details were summarized in Fig. 3. It 

shows approximate location of various types of anomalies 
detected in both tanks, Tank (I) presents more anomalies than 
those of tank (П). As the GPR measurement which has taken 
outside the tanks shows dispersed anomalies. Nevertheless 
this point should be moderated by the fact that measurements 

were not taken everywhere and in a continuous way, as 
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the data set as 
iso-amplitude surfaces, it shows the high reflectivity 
anomalies position which could be related to the presence 
cavities of various size and depth. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Locations of anomalies and their antiquaries. 

The results of visual inspection and geotechnical and 
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geophysical investigations, provided some guidance towards 
understanding the cause and extent of the problem. The 
problem we meant here is not limited to the cavity observed 
at cell (A) of tank (I). There are possible places where unseen 
small-sized cavities are scattered not only under cell (A) but 
under other cells as well. The geophysical survey located the 
positions of many anomalies which exist underneath both 
tanks, Fig. 3. The anomaly may be a cavity or a type of 
formation of high reflection of signal indicating loose type of 
formation which may at any time turn to a cavity. Profiles 
obtained during the geotechnical investigation indicate the 
existence of gypsofierous soil at close levels to tank bottom 
Table I. Whatever the type of formation is (sand, silt or clay), 
there is evidence of considerable amount of gypsum within 
the soil mass (expressed as (SO4) in Table II. Even though the 
exploration points were not so close to tanks, they indicate 
the existence of this type of formation in all positions. 
Moreover, rock formed crystallized gypsum was also found 
at variable depths and with variable thicknesses. 

 

 
Fig. 4(a). Outside measurements, tank I, cell A, 200MHz. 

 

 
Fig. 4(b). outside measurements, tank I, cell B, 200 MHz. 

 
Fig. 5(a). GPR profile close to the damaged cell, tank I, cell A, 400MHz, 

antenna. 

 
Fig. 5(b). Parallel to tank II, east side 200 MHz antenna. 

 
Fig. 6. Tank I cell A, 3D, high reflectivity anomalies location, 400MHz 

Antenna. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this work we demonstrated efficiency of the GPR 

application in gypsum caves formed underneath the 
foundations of the break pressure tanks, which are 
considered invisible. It is shown that the GPR is very 
attractive equipment not only for detecting caves exploration 
but to clarify the following points: 

1) GPR measurements show clearly the mapping 
distribution of different anomalies corresponding  

2) GPR measurements didn’t show significant anomalies in 
the concrete slab of the both tanks (regular rebar’s mesh / 
homogeneous concrete signal). 

3) Tank I presents more important cavities than those of 
tank II.  

4) Tank II seems to be in a better state this is probably 
significant of a less advanced deterioration stage. 

5) Radar measurements taken outside show dispersed 
anomalies, nevertheless this point should be moderated 
by the fact that measurements were not taken 
everywhere and in a continuous way. 

6) The geotechnical boreholes done outside of the both 
water tanks confirm this heterogeneous behavior. 

7) This geophysical campaign showed in some locations 
vertical anomalies close to 5 meter depth. Taking into 
account the gypseous nature of the basement and these 
vertical anomalies it is probable that cavities exist more 
in-depth.  
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